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A: You should use this regex : returnsRegex = re.compile(r'[\w\u00c0-\uFFFF-]{20,}') hope this will do Q: CSS jquery conflicts is there a way to do this: css: .mainmenu ul li{ display:inline-block; } js: $(document).ready(function(){ $(".mainmenu ul li:first-child").addClass("on"); }); but so the js doesn't override the css? A: if all you
need is to change the CSS rule on first child, you can just use :first-child. That's not a query selector and will not be overridden by any javascript. jsFiddle Demo However, if you need the CSS to apply to an element regardless of its siblings, you can wrap it in a class and add the class using javascript. Something like: $(".my-wrapper-

class").addClass("on"); 2, asymptotic behavior of Gaussian multiplicative chaos In probability theory, the Gaussian multiplicative chaos (GMC) is the limiting Gaussian random variable obtained as the Hausdorff–Young limit of a Gaussian free field (GFF) More precisely, for a compact metric space X, let GFF(X) be the Gaussian
function field on X, i.e. the Gaussian (i.e. Brownian motion with a random variance) continuous function fields on X. For GFF(X), we define the GMC for a probability measure μ on X, with compact support, as where is a GFF on C given by the RHS. See also Gaussian free field References Category:Probability theory

Category:Asymptotic analysis Category:Functions and mappings Category:Ginibre–Velo–Zagrebnov ensembleab.us As of this writing, the site www.ab.us is neither hosted nor operated by the state of Arizona. Such a state of affairs is not uncommon.... In the early 1990s, the Arizona Foundation for Defending Individual Rights
(formerly the Arizona Civil Liberties Foundation), the Phoenix Lawyer� 0cc13bf012
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A: I think you have just cut and pasted too much and not tested the code. Try with something more simple like: for(String text : lines){ if(text.matches("\\.rar")){ remove(text); } } Example result: Some.rar tamil.thriller.tv.series.17.8gb rainaseles Edit: If your file is in fact a rar archive, then try this: try { BufferedReader rr = new
BufferedReader(new FileReader(new File("output.txt"))); String line; while ((line = rr.readLine())!= null) { if (line.matches("\\.rar")) { //remove the line from the input } } } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { //file not found } catch (IOException e) { //unhandled IOException } I think the answer is the way, as there is no need for
regex. Q: Android: How to calculate fps I would like to get the fps of my android app. I have seen different ways of calculating it, most of them using the timer class but I have seen that on some devices the timer has a very low precision and on some other if I calculate the difference between two calls to the timer it will return

negative values. In my case, I want to calculate the fps by taking the time it takes between 2 calls to the MainActivity.onResume() and dividing it by the time it takes for the MainActivity to be resumed. Is there a way to get a very precise result for the fps? A: android.os.SystemClock.elapsedRealtime() Q: What to do when a paper is
rejected for reasons unknown to the authors?
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